ABSTRACT

Objectives: HIV prevention efforts, particularly among men who have sex with men (MSM), have not achieved maximum effectiveness. A survey of MSM in Ottawa, Canada was completed to ascertain whether there were differences in how the perceived HIV status of participants and their partners influenced sexual practices.

Methods: Self-directed surveys were administered to a convenience sample of 721 MSM in Ottawa, Canada from November 2011 through May 2012. Data collection occurred at 14 sites. The survey identified whether participants identified as HIV positive, negative or unsure of their HIV status.

Results: The findings indicated variation between HIV-negative MSM and those who are unsure of their HIV status. Men who were unsure of their HIV status were less likely to report that they asked sexual partners or had had their partners ask about HIV status.

Conclusions: The results of this study indicate that some MSM may base decisions about HIV prevention on discussion about HIV status with their partners, rather than condom use. These practices may increase, rather than decrease, HIV transmission.

INTRODUCTION

From public health and HIV prevention perspectives, the benefits of discussions about HIV status prior to sexual contact are debatable.1 In some research involving diagnosed HIV-positive persons, HIV-status disclosure corresponded with protected sex, whereas in other studies, there was either no change in sexual practices, or unprotected sex occurred after disclosure; these findings were consistent when sexual partners were of concordant and discordant HIV status.2–5 Similarly, among reportedly HIV-negative persons, researchers found that HIV-status discussions were inconsistent or did not occur and, at times, corresponded with unprotected sex when partners believed they had concordant HIV statuses.6–8 In other cases, HIV-negative participants reported that, in some instances, they engaged in unprotected sex with partners of discordant HIV status after disclosure, highlighting that the relationship between HIV-status disclosure and ensuing sexual practices is inconsistent.1

Nevertheless, due to the HIV prevention potential of behaviour change based on sex

Strengths and limitations of this study

- Participants who were unsure of their HIV status were less likely to ask partners about HIV status, highlighting that it may be methodologically inappropriate to combine the data of persons of known versus unknown HIV status.
- Some gay men may use discussions about HIV status as a primary HIV prevention strategy. Owing to the proportion of persons unaware they are HIV positive, this prevention strategy could exacerbate transmission.
- HIV prevention workers should discuss serosorting, including a presentation of its merits and limitations. As part of this, access to sexually transmitted infection/HIV testing services would be recommended.
- More data are required about how gay men operationalise HIV prevention, specifically in relation to how they establish the HIV status of partners (whether overtly or otherwise).
- Researchers need to examine how criminal laws that enforce HIV-status disclosure are beginning to (if at all) effect serosorting and HIV prevention practices.
partners’ HIV status, this practice has been studied and named as serosorting; that is, “the practice of preferentially having sex with partners of concordant HIV-status or of selectively using condoms with HIV-discordant partners.” Of interest, research has identified that, compared with nothing, this practice can prevent HIV transmission, although in limited ways. These shortcomings occur not only because a proportion of persons are unaware they are HIV positive (these numbers are detailed in the next section), but also because some persons appear to engage in ‘seroguessing’, in which they infer partners’ HIV status using contextual clues rather than overt communication.

Because research has identified that this strategy is common among men who have sex with men (MSM), to generate further data on the topic of HIV-status disclosure and HIV prevention among these men, we administered an exploratory survey to MSM in Ottawa, Canada. Taken as a whole, our findings suggested that first, in future research and prevention work, it might be appropriate to distinguish persons who report being HIV negative from those who indicate they are unsure of their HIV status and second, it may be necessary for researchers and prevention workers to reflect on presumptions that encouraging HIV-status discussions prevents HIV transmission. These findings challenge the premise that discussions about HIV status necessarily prevent forward transmission.

THE LOCAL CONTEXT

Epidemiological reports from the Public Health Agency of Canada indicated that in 2011, in Canada, there were approximately 3175 (range 2250–4100) incident infections. The largest burden — 46.6% (n=1480, range 1060–1900) — was among MSM, with an additional 2.5% (n=80, range 50–110) among MSM who also inject drugs. For prevalence, this same report estimated that as of 2011 there were approximately 71300 persons (range 58600–84000) living with HIV in Canada. Nearly half of those living with HIV were MSM, i.e. 46.7% (n=33330, range 28160–38500) among MSM and 3.0% (n=2160, range 1520–28800) among MSM who inject drugs. The Public Health Agency of Canada report, lastly, contained estimates about the percentage of persons living with HIV who were undiagnosed and thus unaware of their HIV serological status. In 2011, this figure was estimated to be 20% of MSM, signalling that approximately 1 in 5 MSM with HIV were unaware of their infection. As a final note, data from Ottawa conform to these distributions of HIV infection; MSM accounted for nearly half of both HIV incidence and prevalence figures.

SEROSORTING

The extant literature on serosorting identifies that, because this practice should theoretically limit the possibilities for HIV transmission, it may be a sound prevention approach. That is, because HIV transmission requires that people with discordant HIV statuses engage in practices, sexual or otherwise, which transmit HIV, limiting such contacts ought to prevent transmission. However, an evaluation of 124499 clinical visits involving MSM in Seattle highlighted more HIV transmission among participants who reported serosorting, in comparison to those who reported condom use, but fewer HIV transmissions among serosorters when compared with participants reporting unprotected anal sex with serodiscordant partners. Similarly, Koblin et al identified, among 4295 MSM enrolled in an HIV prevention behavioural intervention in six US cities, that “just over one-fifth of seroincidence (21.6%) was accounted for by unprotected receptive anal intercourse with partners believed to be HIV-negative” (p.735). Likewise, Buchbinder et al highlighted, in their prospective cohort study of 3257 MSM in nine US cities, that 28% of new infections in the study occurred among participants who reported only having HIV-negative sexual partners. Adding some clarification, Zablotska et al review of two observational cohorts in Australia identified that serosorting was sometimes based on presumptions about partners’ HIV status, rather than discussions about HIV status. These authors referred to this practice as ‘seroguessing.’

In real life, the benefits of serosorting may be limited because this practice relies on people knowing their HIV status, when there are persons (A) with diagnosed HIV infections, (B) with undiagnosed infections, (C) who erroneously believe they are HIV positive and (D) who correctly know they are HIV negative. In the aforementioned HIV seroprevalence studies involving MSM, 41.2%, 44% and 31.1% of participants in the UK, the USA and Australia, respectively, were unaware of being HIV infected. Another factor that could limit the HIV prevention effects of serosorting is that, as Truong et al identified in their second-generation HIV surveillance programme in San Francisco, serosorting could correspond with increased transmission of other sexually transmitted infections (STIs), which could, in turn, exacerbate future HIV transmission.

Consequently, serosorting, even when based on candid verbal discussion, likely results in some instances of people who are truly HIV negative engaging in unprotected receptive and/or penetrative anal sex with partners who have undiagnosed infections. Because studies have linked the quantity of HIV virus with the probability of transmission, with higher viral levels corresponding with an increased potential for transmission, persons with undiagnosed HIV infection are likely more

---

8 We use the term MSM to encompass gay, bisexual and all other men who have sex with men. While this term regrettably effaces sexual identity (including all social aspects related to a person’s identification as gay or bisexual), we used it because our study focused on same-sex sexual behaviour between men, rather than perceptions of or ideas about sexual orientation and identity.
infectious than those with diagnosed infections. This occurs for two reasons. First, it is due to the natural progression of HIV—in that, during the acute infection period, persons can have upwards, and in excess, of one million HIV viral copies per millilitre of blood; second, once someone is diagnosed with HIV they can initiate HIV-antiretroviral treatment, which can effectively reduce their HIV viral load to undetectable levels (currently below 40 viral copies per millilitre of blood).\textsuperscript{25-26}

Based on these data, researchers from the US Centers for Disease Control recently estimated that 54–70% of onward HIV transmission involves persons with undiagnosed HIV infections.\textsuperscript{27}

METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Before survey distribution began, the University of Ottawa Research Ethics Board approved this project. Thereafter, we piloted the survey with three distinct groups of MSM in Ottawa and made refinements as required. After these modifications, we distributed our surveys from November 2011 through May 2012 at a gay men’s clinic for STI testing/treatment and HIV testing, two HIV treatment clinics, one bathhouse, two AIDS service organisations, four gay community events and four gay bars. To participate, persons had to identify as male, be at least 18 years old, be able to complete the survey in English or French and currently be or previously have been sexually active with men. Based on this process, we collected surveys from a convenience sample of 721 MSM who reside in Ottawa and its surrounding regions.

Survey questions

While an array of data were collected, for this paper we report: (A) basic demographic information, (B) sexual practices in the past 2 months and (C) self-reported perceptions about HIV-status discussions and willingness to engage in sexual activities with a partner with a discordant HIV status. The demographic component included questions about age, gender, income, ethnicity and education status.

The section about sexual practices inquired about participants’ number of different sexual partners in the 2 months preceding survey completion, and whether the participant had, during these 2 months, engaged in oral, anal or vaginal sex, and if so, whether these sexual contacts were receptive and/or penetrative. Participants were asked whether condoms were used and if semen exchange occurred during these sexual contacts. If semen exchange had occurred, whether it was internal (mouth or anus) or external (face, chest, stomach, etc.). The question about number of different sexual partners required participants to input a whole number, while the questions about semen exchange were written as, “I cum inside my partner’s:” or “My partner cum inside my:”, or “I cum on my partner’s:” or “My partner cum on my:” with the options of “mouth”, “vagina”, “ass”, “face”, “chest”, listed in the survey item. Participants were instructed to “Check all that apply”. The option of “vagina” was included to ensure inclusivity of trans-men.

The final survey section about HIV-status discussions included questions about whether or not participants discussed their own or their sexual partners’ HIV status and whether or not they would engage in sexual contact with a person with a discordant HIV status. These questions used a five-point scale (never, sometimes, 50% of the time, usually, always). For analysis, we coded this variable as ‘never/sometimes’ and ‘usually/always’. In dichotomising the variable as such, it combined low and no levels of condom use and compared this behaviour to high levels of condom use, and consequently increased the number per group. The question about willingness to engage in sexual contact with a serodiscordant partner had the following response options: ‘no’, ‘yes’, ‘unsure’ and ‘depends’; and it contained a blank line with ‘depends on:’, for participants to provide further details if they selected ‘depends on’.

Analysis

We performed descriptive analyses ($\chi^2$ tests) using SPSS V.19. Prior to analysis, we also established a $p$ value of $<0.05$ as the measure of statistical significance.

Procedures

The steps in survey distribution were as follows. First, based on consultation with community partners and the pilot group participants, we compiled a list of gay venues in Ottawa. Second, we contacted each of these locations to request and obtain approval to distribute surveys on their premises. No site declined our request. Third, during on-site survey distribution, there were always at least two members of the research team present. One would circulate within the venue, soliciting participation, while the other would remain with the locked box where participants would deposit completed surveys. Both researchers, whether roaming or with the survey dropbox, however, inquired if potential participants would complete a short self-directed survey about their sexual practices, their STI/HIV testing practices and their perceptions about HIV. Potential participants were informed of the targeted research sample and assured anonymity. To maximise anonymity, participants were instructed to complete the survey on their own and to deposit the finished survey into a locked Dropbox that would not be opened until the research team had left the premises. To facilitate survey completion, participants received a survey in their preferred language (French or English), a clipboard, a pen, a book light and a pair of reading glasses.

RESULTS

Quantitative findings

Demographic information

We obtained 721 completed surveys: 86.8% (n = 626) in English; 97.2% (n = 701) by male participants; 81.8% (n = 590) by individuals who identified as Caucasian; 10%
HIV-status discussions among respondents reporting HIV negative or unsure of HIV status

Among all participants, 95.6% (n=689) answered the question about HIV status: 72 (10.4% of sample who reported their HIV status, and 10.0% of the total sample) were HIV positive, 69 (9.6%) were unsure of their HIV status and 548 (79.4% of sample who reported their HIV status and 76.0% of the total sample) were reportedly HIV negative. Of the HIV-negative participants, 34.8% (n=187) reported they ‘Never/Sometimes’ ask sexual partners about their HIV status, while 60.9% (n=327) ‘Usually/Always’ ask. Among participants who were unsure of their HIV status, 50.0% (n=34) reported they ‘Never/Sometimes’ ask sexual partners about their HIV status and 40.9% (n=29) reported they ‘Usually/Always’ ask. In comparison, 59.4% (n=320) of HIV-negative participants reported their sex partners ‘Never/Sometimes’ ask about HIV status and 33.2% (n=179) reported their sexual partners ‘Usually/Always’ inquire. Among participants who were unsure of their HIV status, 71.0% (n=49) reported their sexual partners ‘Never/Sometimes’ ask about HIV status and 27.3% (n=18) reported their sex partners ‘Usually/Always’ inquire. These differences were statistically significant, with more HIV-negative respondents reporting they ‘Usually/Always’ ask partners about their HIV status and more respondents who were unsure of their HIV status reporting they ‘Never/Sometimes’ ask about partners’ HIV status ($\chi^2=7.35(1), p=0.007$). Therefore, we analysed persons who reported they were HIV negative and those who were unsure of their HIV status as distinct groups.

In addition, we observed significant relationships between unprotected receptive anal sex with internal ejaculation and HIV-status discussions. HIV-negative participants who reported that their partners ejaculate inside them without protection during anal sex were more likely to report that they ‘Usually/Always’ ask about HIV status, while those who did not let partners ejaculate inside them without condoms during anal sex were more likely to ‘Never/Sometimes’ inquire about HIV status ($\chi^2=14.97, p<0.001$; see table 1). Similarly, HIV-negative participants who reported that their partners ejaculate inside them without protection during anal sex were more likely to report their partners ‘ Usually/Always’ ask about HIV status, while those who did not allow partners to ejaculate inside them without protection during anal sex were more likely to report that their partners ‘ Never/Sometimes’ ask about HIV status ($\chi^2=10.74, p=0.001$). Furthermore, HIV-negative participants who noted they ejaculate inside their partners without protection during anal sex were more likely to report they ‘Usually/Always’ ask partners about HIV status, while those who reported they did not ejaculate inside their partners without protection during anal sex were more likely to report that they ‘Never/Sometimes’ inquire about their partners’ HIV status ($\chi^2=9.48, p=0.002$). No significant findings were observed within any of the aforementioned categories for respondents who were unsure of their HIV status.

Lastly, HIV-negative participants who reported they would have sex with a person with HIV were more likely to ‘Never/Sometimes’ inquire about partners’ HIV status, while those who were not willing to engage in sexual contact with someone with HIV were more likely to ‘Usually/Always’ ask about HIV status ($\chi^2=12.39, p<0.001$; see table 2). Again, no significant findings were observed for respondents reporting they were unsure of their HIV status.

**DISCUSSION**

In summary, in this research we observed differences between persons who identified as HIV negative and those who were unsure of their HIV status. Ostensibly HIV-negative persons were more likely to ‘usually/always’ ask partners about their HIV status, while persons who reported being unsure of their HIV status were more likely to ‘never/sometimes’ ask. Moreover, among HIV-negative respondents, ‘usually/always’ discussing HIV status with partners was associated with

---

**Table 1** HIV-status inquiries and sexual practices among HIV-negative respondents

| HIV-status inquiries and sexual practices among HIV-negative respondents | Unprotected receptive anal sex with internal ejaculation |
|---|---|---|
| Ask about HIV status | No | Yes | Total |
| Never/sometimes | 109 | 21 | 130 |
| Usually/always | 161 | 87 | 248 |
| Total | 270 | 108 | 422 |

$\chi^2=14.97(1), p<0.001.$

---

**Table 2** HIV-status inquiries and willingness to have sex with persons with HIV among HIV-negative respondents

| HIV-status inquiries and willingness to have sex with persons with HIV among HIV-negative respondents | Willing to have sex with person with HIV |
|---|---|---|
| Ask about HIV status | No | Yes | Total |
| Never/sometimes | 56 | 63 | 139 |
| Usually/always | 148 | 74 | 222 |
| Total | 228 | 150 | 378 |

$\chi^2=12.39(1), p<0.001.$
receptive unprotected anal sex with internal ejaculation, while ‘never/sometimes’ discussing HIV status was associated with protected receptive anal sex. Lastly, HIV-negative respondents who reported they ‘usually/always’ ask partners about their HIV status were less willing to have sex with persons with HIV; however, we observed no significant differences regarding the willingness of respondents who reported being unsure of their HIV status to engage in sexual contact with persons living with HIV.

First, these results indicate that researchers and HIV prevention works should consider persons who identify as HIV negative and those who are unsure of their HIV status as members of distinct behavioural groups. In this study, this distinction emerged regarding (A) an increased likelihood to ask sexual partners about their HIV status among HIV-negative respondents, when compared with persons who were unsure of their HIV status and (B) an elevated willingness of persons unsure of their HIV status to engage in sexual contact with persons living with HIV, when compared with persons who reported being HIV negative. Researchers have previously identified similar behavioural distinctions between persons who report being HIV negative and those who are unsure of their HIV status. Among persons HIV diagnosed, reportedly HIV negative and unaware of their HIV status, researchers have noted the lowest levels of HIV-status disclosure to persons of unknown HIV status, compared with persons who are either HIV negative or HIV positive.

These results thus suggest that, for research and prevention work, the dichotomous categorisation of people’s HIV status as either negative or positive may miss important nuances. Specifically, this classification does not account for persons with undiagnosed HIV infection, persons who are unaware of their HIV status and persons who erroneously believe they are HIV positive based on prior sexual behaviour. HIV seroprevalence studies involving MSM in the UK, the USA and Australia have demonstrated that these groups exist, with members of each group being more likely to engage in practices that transmit HIV.

Accordingly, we suggest that researchers and prevention workers should consider if it is appropriate to collapse people into the dichotomous groupings of HIV positive and HIV negative or, rather, if it would be more fitting to adopt a system which acknowledges that some persons have undiagnosed infections, others are unsure of their HIV status and some (who were not discussed in this research) incorrectly assume they are HIV positive. As observed in our study and previous research as well, differences in the sexual behaviours of members of these groups lead us to hypothesise that modified interventions and data collection tools may be better suited to ensure that the uniqueness of each group is accurately identified and adequately addressed. In light of ongoing HIV transmission among MSM, notwithstanding high levels of HIV medication usage by these men, perhaps more finely targeted interventions that are tailored to the unique cultural aspects and characteristics of these men and their communities are required.

Second, our results could suggest that some HIV-negative respondents may have either been serosorting (ie, attempting to exclusively engage in sexual contacts that could transmit HIV with persons who have similar HIV statuses), or at least they reported thought processes that resemble serosorting. Suggesting that serosorting may have been occurring—or at least that the participants consider HIV-status disclosure as a viable prevention strategy—are our findings that respondents who stated they were HIV negative were (A) more likely to ask partners about their HIV status and (B) less willing to have sex with persons living with HIV. Such findings have been identified previously when participants reported that they base decisions about condom use on their partners’ reported HIV status.

A limitation of our data on the topic of serosorting, however, was that we did not directly ask respondents if they had ever actually changed their sexual practices when a person disclosed an HIV-positive status. Instead, we inferred that this practice may have been occurring based on our analysis of our HIV-negative respondents’ reported behaviour (both sexual and related to HIV-status discussions), sexual behaviour changes and willingness to have sex with partners with discordant HIV statuses. Explicit questions on this topic could have provided more direct evidence on it, and thus should be garnered in future studies. Another limitation of our study is that it was based on a convenience sample of MSM who attended venues and events that gay men may attend (eg, bars, social events, STI testing clinics and bathhouses). Our results must therefore be interpreted in light of the fact that we sampled respondents from milieu targeted at gay men, which might have precluded the inclusion of MSM who do not identify as gay or bisexual, who avoid gay locales and events, who are not open about their sexual practices with men, and who use online services to organise their social and sexual lives. Additionally, these venues and events may not be frequented by all gay men and therefore may not be representative of all gay men living in Ottawa.

Third, these results maintain that the relationships between HIV-status disclosure, HIV prevention and public health are not clear-cut. While discussing HIV status may prevent transmission for some individuals, in other cases, relying on such disclosure can exacerbate HIV transmission because of persons who are unaware they are HIV positive and potentially able to transmit the virus to others. In these latter cases, persons who choose to engage in unprotected sex or who do not avoid practices that are known to more easily transmit HIV because they have inaccurate or inadequate information highlights the major limitations of promoting HIV-status disclosure as an efficacious HIV prevention approach. Accordingly, we believe that HIV prevention...
workers, and public health professionals specifically, should not categorically rely on or attempt to enforce HIV-status disclosure as a means of HIV prevention. Other options, such as condom use or the elimination of practices that most easily transmit HIV, would be preferable and have been documented as successful at preventing HIV transmission. Bearing this in mind, this does not mean that HIV disclosure discussions are without purpose, but rather, that they should not be overly emphasised as effective and efficacious prevention strategies. This is an important reflection for HIV prevention professionals as well as for persons affected by HIV when addressing the challenging topic of HIV prevention.

**FINAL REMARKS**

Of interest, our results identified noteworthy differences in sexual behaviour: first, between persons who reported being either unsure of their HIV status or HIV negative; and second, between persons who ask and do not ask partners about their HIV status. In combination with extant understandings about HIV transmission, these data signal that discussions about HIV status and sero-sorting likely hold some potential as efficacious HIV prevention strategies, although with many caveats that can limit effectiveness. Indeed, a number of items, detailed above, highlight that, instead of preventing HIV transmission in some instances, HIV-status discussions and sero-sorting can correspond with unintended exposures to HIV when sexual partners erroneously believe there is no possibility of transmission. Based on HIV seroprevalence studies from the UK, the USA and Australia, because some persons believe they are HIV negative when they are not, unintended transmission could occur when HIV-negative persons engage in sexual contact with partners who inaccurately, but unintentionally, report they are HIV negative. In such situations, HIV-status disclosure can exacerbate, rather than ameliorate, persons’ HIV prevention efforts.

For HIV prevention workers, we do not take this to mean that sero-sorting should be rejected as a viable HIV prevention strategy. Instead, we simply posit that prevention professionals should inform their clients and target populations about the current literature on and understandings of sero-sorting, specifying what it yields and how and when it appears to work. If a client’s goal is to ensure that HIV transmission cannot occur, then they need to be informed that relying on discussions about HIV status, and not condoms, could result in them unknowingly coming into contact with HIV. However, if the client’s intention is to mitigate, rather than eliminate, the possibility of HIV acquisition during unprotected sexual contact, then, as noted by Golden et al., sero-sorting is one method to reduce the chances of becoming HIV positive. To help ensure that sero-sorting offers such protection, we recommend that public health departments and authorities provide persons who engage in sero-sorting with facilitated access to HIV testing and STI testing/treatment to enhance HIV-status awareness and to minimise the contributory effects of STIs that have on HIV transmission. In the absence of such services, sero-sorting could induce a delayed increase in HIV transmission.

Lastly, the inconsistent relationships between HIV-status disclosure and ensuing sexual practices—an association that our data corroborate—highlights the limitations of promoting HIV-status disclosure as a prevention strategy, which leads us to question: if HIV-status disclosure can really only be interpreted as consistently valid when a person reports being HIV positive, in which case behaviour change and/or condoms are recommended, then why promote this strategy? Why not endorse other strategies? Further research is required to add more details on this topic and to help clarify, does promoting HIV-status disclosure actually affect HIV prevention, or is it simply an enforcement of social norms and legal recommendations?
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